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short biography 

After studying history at Cambridge and sociology at the LSE, Martin Albrow joined the 
University of Leicester as an assistant to Norbert Elias in ۱۹٦۱ and has worked as a sociologist 
ever since. His main teaching appointments were in Cardiff, Wales and Roehampton, London, 
but he has also held visiting chairs in Cambridge, the LSE, Munich and Stony Brook, New York 
State.  
 
His main early research interests were in sociological theory (Max Weber’s Construction of Social 
Theory), public administration (Bureaucracy) and organizations (Do Organizations have 
Feelings?). In the mid ۸۰s after editing the journal of the British Sociological Association, 
Sociology, and serving as its President, he became founding Editor of International Sociology, 
journal of the International Sociological Association. His ۱۹۹۰ Madrid World Congress volume 
(edited with Elisabeth King) Globalization, Knowledge and Society advanced a non-economic 
view of globalization, developed later in The Global Age (۱۹۹٦).  
 
Since returning from the United States where he was a Fellow of the Woodrow Wilson 
International Centre for Scholars in Washington DC he has helped to edit the Global Civil Society 
Yearbook and works on civil society and global governance issues. He acts a consultant to civil 
society organizations and is an advocate for the idea of a civil society university.  
 

comment on the G۲۰ summit 
۰۱-April-۲۰۰۹  

The Crisis is More than Economics: Creating a Global Culture of Responsibility  

 

 

 

Martin Albrow and Colin Bradford argue that the G۲۰ will only 
fill the vacuum at the centre if it addresses the broader 
systemic crisis of responsibility and accountability that arises 
out of the West’s worship of the free market 

 

 
London on April ۲nd becomes the site for the second global summit of twenty rather than of 
eight. The G۲۰, originally a finance ministers grouping, includes the leaders of all G۸ countries 
along with leaders of a dozen other non-western countries, namely Turkey, Saudi Arabia and 
Indonesia from the Islamic world and middle powers such as Argentina, Korea, Mexico and 
South Africa reflecting the globality and pluralism of the new world order.  
 
Read the full article on laviedesidees.fr 

 
 
   


